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Paradigm Shift in Technology 
enabled Healthcare

 Anywhere, Anytime Personalized 
Healthcare/medicine
Enablers
 Medical devices, IoT & Sensor technologies
 Mobile and Web technologies, 
 Social networking, Cloud computing, 

Location based services
 Big Data analytics – AI, ML, ….
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in-body/out-body implantable/ 
wearable devices, sensors

Continuous 
Monitoring 
and On-time 
intervention

Integrated 
Care

Self-careMany value added features/services

Social Support



mHealth App Spectrum
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259K mobile apps in 2016 (up by 57%)
Source:mHealth App developer survey economics 2016



mHealth Apps examples
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Source: https://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2476623,00.asp
Source:mHealth App developer survey economics 2016
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Presentation Notes
Source: https://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2476623,00.asp1 – video consultation, prescriptions2 – helps in finding specialists (neurologist, radiologist, ..)3 . MC Healthvault4. Viva Health Coach



But … Security & Privacy significant 
concerns
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Privacy and Security are the 
most important concerns 

Healthcare is among the most 
vulnerable industry in the country

David Kotz et.al, “Privacy and Security in Mobile Health: A Research Agenda,” IEEE Computer, 2016

“57% of consumer .. report being skeptical of the overall benefits of health information 
technologies such as patient portals, mobile apps, and electronic health records mainly 
because of recently reported data hacking and a perceived lack of privacy protection by 
providers”

“The unwillingness of patients to comprehensively divulge all their medical information 
rose to 87 percent in the fourth quarter of 2016”

Alarming: Users are concerned “ … that their pharmacy prescriptions (90 percent), 
mental health notes (99 percent) and chronic condition (81 percent) data is being 
shared beyond their chosen provider and payer to retailers, employers, and or the 
government without their acknowledgement.”
(as per a Black Book survey)
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Which survey is itPrivacy and Security – most important concerns http://fortune.com/2017/01/09/anthem-cyber-attack-foreign-government/ (potentially foreign gov is involved)http://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20160330/NEWS/160339997The cyberattack—in which hackers stole the names, birth dates, Social Security numbers, home addresses and other personal information of 78.8 million current and former members and employees—gave Anthem's reputation a black eye early on. The company and the industry at large scrambled to do damage control. Consumers questioned whether Anthem and other healthcare organizations could manage the volumes of data they had.Hackers stole:Full namesPhysical addressesEmail addressesSocial Security numbersBirthdatesInsurance membership numbersMedical IDsEmployment informationIncome dataThe Truth about the Anthem HackThe plain and simple truth about the hack is that Anthem failed to encrypt their files. Because no medical information was compromised, this does not fall under HIPAA/HITECH, although it reflects very poorly on the company, pointing to laxity in their view of security toward personal information. The fact that employee data was among the tens of millions of records stolen is cold comfort to everyday Americans who trusted the insurance giant to safeguard their data.Of course, Anthem hasn’t been particularly transparent about what went on, when or much else about the situation, but some details have filtered out. It seems as though hackers were able to get their mitts on network credentials for multiple individuals within the company who had high-level access to the IT system. The most likely means of doing this is phishing, although it’s true that those credentials could have been exposed in other ways.http://resources.infosecinstitute.com/category/healthcare-information-security/healthcare-attack-statistics-and-case-studies/case-study-health-insurer-anthem/#grefhttps://www.computerworld.com/article/2898419/data-breach/premera-anthem-data-breaches-linked-by-similar-hacking-tactics.htmlCustomer data, including bank account and clinical data going back to 2002, may have been compromised in the attack, affecting 11 million people, Premera said Tuesday.It is the largest breach to affect the healthcare industry since Anthem disclosed last month that upwards of 78.4 million records were at risk after hackers accessed one of its databases.Several computer security companies have published data that points to a China-based group known as Deep Panda as a possible source for Anthem's breach.But what is known is that the Anthem attackers created a bogus domain name, "we11point.com," (based on WellPoint, the former name of Anthem) that may have been used in phishing-related attacks. Companies try to detect such confusing domain names -- a practice known as typosquatting -- but are not always successful.One of Deep Panda's attack methods is to create fake websites that imitate corporate services for companies. In Anthem's case, the attackers set up several subdomains based on "we11point.com," which were designed to mimic real services such as human resources, a VPN and a Citrix server.http://www.modernhealthcare.com/article/20150210/blog/302109995https://www.forbes.com/sites/danmunro/2015/12/31/data-breaches-in-healthcare-total-over-112-million-records-in-2015/#57d0571c7b07http://www.healthcareitnews.com/slideshow/biggest-healthcare-breaches-2017-so-far?page=1https://www.healthdatamanagement.com/list/the-10-largest-healthcare-data-breaches-of-2016#slide-12



Security and Privacy Issues/Challenges

 At-large
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Enablers
 Medical devices, IoT & Sensor technologies
 Mobile and Web technologies, 
 Social networking, Cloud computing, 

Location based services
 Big Data analytics – AI, ML, ….

Inherit all their

Security & Privacy issues in 
Healthcare IT Sector

Leverage some to address

Source: Healthcare Industry 
Cybersecurity taskforce June 2017 



Security and Privacy Issues/Challenges
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Laws,
Regulations,
Policies



Security and Privacy Issues/Challenges
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Security and Privacy Issues/Challenges
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Security and Privacy Issues/Challenges
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S&P Challenges
 Data sharing and consent management
 Access control and authentication

 Loss, theft can result: in data privacy and inaccuracy issues
 Privacy and Anonymity

 Anonymization, Behavioral privacy, Inference, etc.
 Third-party connection 

 User plane issues
 Demographic, health conditions – usability, health situations
 Education, training and awareness

 Policies and Compliance
 Multiple stakeholders – personal, hospital, …

 “Covered entities”? 
 Wellness apps are outside HIPAA, but integrate with EHR?

 Need to make sure policies/standards are followed 
 Cloud & hospital; gov and device manufacturers/apps, etc.

Need to emphasize Secure-by-Design, Risk-based approaches

Social Engg attacks
Phishing scams



BigData & Security and Privacy Threats

“Privacy is the claim of individuals, groups, or 
institutions to determine for themselves when, 
how, and to what extent information about them is 
communicated to others”

Alan Westin, Privacy and Freedom, 1967

FTC Fair Information 
Protection Principles
- Notice/Awareness
- Choice/Consent
- Access/Participation
- Integrity/Security
- Enforcement/Redress

OECD Privacy 
Principles
- Collection limitation
- Data quality
- Purpose specification
- Use limitation
- Security safeguards
- Openness principle
- Individual participation
- Accountability

Big Data makes it increasingly difficult to enforce 
these principles / requirements !!

What does it mean to 
achieve privacy? 

EU guidelines
- …
-Fairness principle
-Limitation principle
-Right to be forgotten
-Data portability
. ..

HIPAA
COPPA
…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Potential problems Poorly selected data incomplete, incorrect, outdated data selection bias / 



BigData & Security and Privacy Threats

 Newer data mining, machine learning/  
AI tools can unearth/infer sensitive 
information
 Consent to new info may not be possible 

(inference) !! 
 Notice is not really there
 Data quality/accuracy is not guaranteed

 Possible false diagnosis, wrong treatment, etc.
 …



Security and Privacy Issues/Challenges
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Threat agents:
Insider OR Outsider

Malicious or Inadvertent



Case study
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Some new approaches

 Privacy aware, context /semantic based / Attribute 
based AC
 Secure data fusion 
 Semantic heterogeneity, multiple policies –

integration/combination;  
 Content, Concept based access
 Trust, Risk aware
 Insider Threat aware

 Machine learning to capture cybersecurity indicators
 Health context
 Insider threats
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Presentation Notes
Downside of differential privacyStrong privacy guarantees – but at the cost of severe utility lossStrongly composableK-anonymity is not composabile--- many criticism and many attacks; weaknessesDifference- K- Anon: Anonymizing data before its release for further analysis- D-privacy: related to running queries on data following a predefined type of analysis in a way that the answers do not violate the privacy --- touted as superior to “release and forget” K-Anon, D-Privacy is not possible in every data analytics scenariosSo both have pros and consML over Homomorphically encrypted dataAslett et al. --  “tailored ML methods for which can be practically applied- FHE approximations to extremely random forests and naïve Bayes developed .. Both learning and prediction can be performed encrypted!!While Generic secure multi-party computation can implement any classifier in principle, due to their generality such schemes are not efficient for common classifierPrivacy preserving data mining and Machine learningDifferencially Private MLML over Homomorphically encrypted data (Aslett et. al, Bost et al., etc.)Elisa Costante et al. : apply ML to help understand the privacy policy and its completeness



Some new approaches

Cryptographic approaches include
 Attribute based encryption for access control

 User privacy / protection of policies
 Searchable encryption
 Privacy preserving computation
 Privacy preserving data mining and Machine learning
 Blockchain & hashgraph
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The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (“OECD”)However, fully homomorphic encryption remains prohibitively slow for most use-cases. For example, HElib, a library developed by IBM that provides state-of-the-art implementation of homomorphic encryption, currently performs a matrix-vector multiplication for a 256-entry integer vector in approximately 26 seconds [13], [14]. In addition to its inefficiency, homomorphic encryption has other limitations. For instance, homomorphic encryption requires that all sensors and the eventual recipients of the results share a key to encrypt the inputs and decrypt the results, which may be difficult to arrange if they belong todifferent organizations. Also, homomorphic encryption does not allow for computation on data encrypted using different keys (without incurring additional significant overhead), thus making it impossible for sensors to allow different access to data they contribute to the computation. Some of these limitations can be addressed by other tools such as attributebased encryption [15] and functional encryption [16]; however, this discussion is beyond the scope of this paper.Note that homomorphic encryption only guarantees data confidentiality, not integrity. However, it can be combined with verifiable computation (described in Section IV-B) to provide both guarantees. The combination of homomorphic encryption and verifiable computation enables secure computation even on a completely untrusted cloud.Verifiable ComputationThe appropriate cryptographic tool for this scenario is verifi- able computation (VC), which allows the data owner to check the integrity of the computation In a verifiable computation scheme, the data owner gives his or her data, along with a specification of the computation desired, to some (usually more powerful) entity whom we call the prover. The prover then outputs the result of the specified computation, along with some “convincing argument” or “proof” that this output is in fact correct.Such “convincing arguments” typically take the form of one of two cryptographic objects: probabilistically checkable proofs (PCPs) [17], and succinct non-interactive arguments of knowledge (SNARKs) [18]. Note that it must be easier to verify the proof than to perform the computation; Secure multi-party computation (MPC) is suited to take advantage of the semi-trusted cloud setting. MPC leverages the presence of honest parties, without necessarily knowing which parties are honest, to achieve confidentiality and integrity of the data and computation. Multi-party computation offers weaker security guarantees than FHE, but can be much more efficient. In MPC, no single party learns anything about the data, but if sufficiently many parties are corrupted by an adversary and pool their information, they can break confidentiality. The relative efficiency of MPC, as well as the applicability of the semi-trusted cloud model to the real world, make it a promising candidate for use in more practical secure cloud computation



Some new approaches

 Anonymization 
 K-anonymity and extensions
 Structural preserving anonymization
 (not composable)

 Differential privacy
 (composable)

 Privacy preserving Data 
Mining and Machine learning

 ----

Important anonymization 
features for Big Data
• Controlled Linkability (for 

fusion)
• Composability
• Anonymization of 

dynamic/stream data
• Computability for large data 

volumes
• Decentralized 

anonymization
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Downside of differential privacyStrong privacy guarantees – but at the cost of severe utility lossStrongly composableK-anonymity is not composabile--- many criticism and many attacks; weaknessesDifference- K- Anon: Anonymizing data before its release for further analysis- D-privacy: related to running queries on data following a predefined type of analysis in a way that the answers do not violate the privacy --- touted as superior to “release and forget” K-Anon, D-Privacy is not possible in every data analytics scenariosSo both have pros and consML over Homomorphically encrypted dataAslett et al. --  “tailored ML methods for which can be practically applied- FHE approximations to extremely random forests and naïve Bayes developed .. Both learning and prediction can be performed encrypted!!While Generic secure multi-party computation can implement any classifier in principle, due to their generality such schemes are not efficient for common classifierPrivacy preserving data mining and Machine learningDifferencially Private MLML over Homomorphically encrypted data (Aslett et. al, Bost et al., etc.)Elisa Costante et al. : apply ML to help understand the privacy policy and its completeness



Some of our efforts:
Intimate Partner Violence (IPV)
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30% of women impacted 
globally (as per WHO, CDC)

Intimate Partner Violence
is a serious public health issue

Collaboration with:
Rose Constantino (School of Nursing)
Balaji Palanisamy (SCI)



HELPP Zone
(Health, Education on safety, Legal Participant Preferred)
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Rose Constantino, Amirreza Masoumzadeh, Lei Jin, James Joshi, Joseph Burroughs, Dominique de la Cruz, “HELPP Zone App 
and TMI: Disrupting Intimate Partner Violence in College Students” 2013 International Nursing High-end Forum (INHF), China, 
22nd - 23rd June, 2013. 

A. Masoumzadeh, L. Jin, J. Joshi, and R. Constantino, "HELPP Zone: Towards Protecting College Students from Dating 
Violence," in iConference 2013 Proceedings, 2013, pp. 925-928. 

Just-in-time 
communication 
and intervention 
from and by 
trusted contacts

Text based 
messasing

Dynamic 
trusted contacts 



LEAF System: 
(Lending Encouragement, Affirming Futures)
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Web app
Social Network
Mobile app



LEAF Social Network
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Privacy and Anonymity

Protecting Source Privacy
sender’s identity cannot be 
inferred

Protecting Participant Privacy
willingness to participate 
increases when anonymity is 
guaranteed

Protecting Recipient Privacy
Recipient may wish to forward 
a message from another user 
to his friends remain 
anonymous 

Protecting Location Privacy
Users should be able to use 
location-aware resources 
without revealing their location

Social Mix Mechanism



Conclusions
 Huge potential for anytime, anywhere, 

personalized medicine/healthcare
 Many value added services/features

 Security and privacy challenges are significant 
and need to be addressed
 Insider threat is a significant component.

Thanks !!
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Readings
 Rose Constantino, Amirreza Masoumzadeh, Lei Jin, James Joshi, Joseph 

Burroughs, Dominique de la Cruz, “HELPP Zone App and TMI: Disrupting 
Intimate Partner Violence in College Students” 2013 International Nursing High-
end Forum (INHF), China, 22nd - 23rd June, 2013. 

A. Masoumzadeh, L. Jin, J. Joshi, and R. Constantino, "HELPP Zone: Towards 
Protecting College Students from Dating Violence," in iConference 2013 
Proceedings, 2013, pp. 925-928. 
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4. Is privacy preserving machine learning 
realistic?

 Ongoing efforts …
 Differentially private machine learning

 Managing noise vs privacy budget
 Scale of noise is inversely related to privacy budget

 Global sensitivity issues
 Learning Private data release

 used for machine learning or based on machine learning algorithm
 Machine learning over encrypted data

 Binary classification algorithms [Graepel et al., 2012]
 Extremely Random Forest & naïve Byes :  learning and prediction [Aslett

et al. , 2015)]
 Two party computation framework [Bost et al., 2014]

 Tailored approximation to statistical machine learning models
 Privacy preserving deep learning [Shokri et al. 2015, Abadi et al. 2016]

May not be practical 
for atleast sometime

Presenter
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Aslett, Esperanca, Holmes, “Enrypted Statistical Machine Learning: A New Privacy Preserving Methods”, 27 Aug, 2015 (arXiv)Aslett, Esperanca, Holmes, “A Review of Homomorphic Ecnryption and Softwr Tools for Encrypted Statistical Machine Learning,” 26 Aug, 2015 (arXiv)Privacy preserving data mining and Machine learningDifferencially Private MLML over Homomorphically encrypted data (Aslett et. al, Bost et al., etc.)
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Epilepsy attacks
Phishing

Capture device 
id, location, 
demographic
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Epilepsy attacks
Phishing

Capture device 
id, location, 
demographic
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